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Stephen and Nancy James

“I praise you because I am fearfully and
wonderfully made.”

PSALM 139:14



Haiti



Haiti

1. Over 9 million people live in Haiti.

2. Haiti is the poorest country in the Western
Hemisphere.

3. Haiti is in desperate need of economic
improvement. The lack of market activity has
led to tremendous unemployment, food
scarcity and poor education.

4. Unemployment is now 90% in Haiti and 80%
of Haiti’s people live in abject poverty.



Haiti

Stephen and Nancy James are supported as
commissioned missionaries working jointly with
the Cooperative Baptist Fellowship and
American Baptist International Ministries, as
well as with their Mission Partnership Team and
Network.



Stephen James - Doctor
Nancy James - Nurse

They serve as members of local Christian heath
teams providing physical, mental, and spiritual
health in Jesus’ name to those suffering in
darkness. They feel blessed to be a part of God’s
healing work in the world.



Stephen James - Doctor
Nancy James - Nurse

Many handicapped children are unwanted and
abandoned in Haiti, and some are even left on a
trash heap to die. The cultural stigma and
economic burden on a family with a
handicapped child can be overwhelming. There
are no support systems in place for families
struggling with poverty. The temptation to
abandon children with disabilities is enormous.



Stephen James - Doctor
Nancy James - Nurse

The Maison de Benediction (House of Blessing)
offers a bright spot in the lives of children with
handicaps and is a huge support for their
families. A trained staff of Haitian women and
several men, some with handicaps themselves,
lovingly care for these children three and a half
days a week. The House is a safe, joyful
environment where the children are bathed,
clothed and fed three meals a day.



Stephen James - Doctor
Nancy James - Nurse

Even though the midwives of Monbin Crochu have never
been formally trained, they have been delivering babies
for many years. Some are unable to read and all are
without basic medical supplies. Yet, they persevere in a
poor and remote region with no reliable emergency
transportation except small motorcycles or the local
priest’s 4-wheel drive. They do it all without pay although
some are given garden produce or chicken eggs as a
gesture of thanks. Much to our surprise, most of the
midwives in the area are men! It is culturally appropriate
in Haiti for men to deliver babies, and often midwives,
men or women, are the leaders in their communities. The
need is great.



Stephen James - Doctor
Nancy James - Nurse

At the end of the week, an oral exam was given
to each of the participants by Dr. Bibiana and Dr.
Steve. Each midwife was presented with a
diploma and a plastic shoebox of medical
supplies. Use of these basic supplies can save
lives! Many of you have been involved in
sending birthing-kits and layettes to Haiti.

Thank you!



Medical Supplies for Midwives



Please Pray

1. That the children with handicaps at the
House of Blessing, throughout Haiti and
elsewhere might feel loved and accepted.

2. For all our hearts to hunger and thirst for
God so that, in that deep desire to know and
love God, we will live transformed lives.


